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Introdution: Standard global map proje-

tions annot display the omplete surfae of a highly

irregular body suh as the Rosetta target omet

67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (67P for short) be-

ause di�erent points on the surfae an have the

same longitude and latitude. The Quinunial

Adaptive Closed Kohonen (QuACK) map [1℄, how-

ever, allows to display the omplete omet. The

map projetion is de�ned by a speial shape model

(the QuACK shape model), see Fig. 1 that an be

unfolded into a retangular grid, see Fig. 2. In or-

der to display data in the map, it has to be de�ned

on this shape model.

Figure 1: QuACK shape model. It onsists of

401×201 grid points. The olor enodes (just as ex-

ample data) the distane of the surfae point from

the omet enter.

Ideally, a data produer would projet his data

� e. g., imagery � diretly onto the QuACK shape

model. However, the QuACK shape model does not

�t all purposes, beause it is � for omputational

but also oneptual reasons� of relative low resolu-

tion, i. e., 80 000 plates, while state of the art shape

models of 67P an have 12 million plates. Some

Rosetta instrument teams have provided their data

to ESA's Planetary Siene Arhive (PSA) with per

pixel geometry information that stems from proje-

tion the data on suh a high resolution shape model.

To enable PSA tools to display the data on the

QuACK map, either the instrument teams need to

redo their projetion with the QuACK shape model

or we need means to map data de�ned on the sur-

fae of one shape model to the surfae of another

shape model. Herein, we present suh a mapping.

Figure 2: Unfolded QuACKmap in quinunial lay-

out. The 401× 201 data points are the same as in

Fig. 1. Latitudes are depited in blak and lon-

gitudes in magenta. The low (bluish) diagonally

running area is the nek, upper right is the head,

and lower left is the body of the duk-like shape of

67P.

De�nition of the nearest surfae point:

The de�nition of the surfae point to whih we want

to map a non-surfae point is per se straight for-

ward: A non-surfae point shall be mapped to the

nearest point on the surfae. However, there are a

few subtleties involved.

The ambiguities in relating a non-surfae point

to the surfae are illustrated in Fig. 3. We onsider

only a one-dimensional example, thus the shape is

de�ned by a traverse, while a real shape model is

de�ned by plates. Even in this simple example, we

an see that the apparently straight forward de�-

nition �Pik the nearest surfae point� an lead to

di�erent non-surfae points being mapped to the

same surfae point and multiple solutions for the

nearest surfae point to a given non-surfae point.

The former is aused by the non-di�erentiable ap-
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proximation of the surfae, but the latter ould also

our for a smooth surfae if the distane of the non-

surfae point is larger than the radius of urvature.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the ambiguities in relating

non-surfae points to the surfae.

When mapping high resolution data like images

onto the shape, we would like to avoid distortions

that ould, as illustrated in Fig. 3, even lead to

the omission of data. Therefore, we preompute

the normals at the verties of the shape model (as

mean of the normals of adjaent plates) and de�ne

the nearest surfae point as the one at whih the lo-

al normal points exatly to the non-surfae point,

where the loal normal is omputed by bilinear in-

terpolation from the (preomputed) normal at the

orners of the plate. This de�nes the nearest sur-

fae point in a robust and unique way as long as the

non-surfae point is not too far from the surfae.

E�iently �nding the nearest surfae

point: Apart from an appropriate de�nition of the

optimal surfae point, we need means to �nd it. It

is omputational prohibitive to searh through all

plates of a shape model for eah non-surfae point.

Shape models may have millions of plates, and even

the relatively low resolution QuACK shape model

has 80 000. The non-surfae points we want to map

ould even ount many millions, thus the nested

loops would have to hek trillions of distanes.

If we assume that we have already an approxi-

mate surfae point for a non-surfae point to map

to, we an �nd the optimal solution by a relatively

simple iterative proedure. We ompute the loal

normal at the surfae point (by bilinear interpola-

tion between the orners of its plate) and onsider a

ray from the non-surfae point in the inverse dire-

tion of the normal. The intersetion of the ray with

the surfae is the updated surfae point. If the sur-

fae is not too irregular (on the sale of the distane

between the initial approximate surfae point and

the optimal surfae point), repeated appliation of

this proedure � possibly involving a damping fa-

tor � should quikly onverge to the optimal point.

How an we get the initial approximate sur-

fae point? We preompute on a regular three-

dimensional grid initial ray diretions. For any

non-surfae point, we an then obtain an initial ray

diretion by trilinear interpolation in the grid ell

where the point resides. Following this ray dire-

tion from the non-surfae point gives the �rst ap-

proximate surfae point. The initial ray diretions

at the grid points are omputed as weighted sums

of all inverted plate normals, eah weighted with a

negative power of the distane between grid point

and plate enter. We ould also use the normals at

the verties (whih we need to preompute anyway)

instead of plate enters. The preomputation of the

initial ray diretions an be very omputation time

onsuming, but it needs only to be done one.

Conlusions: The mapping of planetary data

between di�erent shape models an be useful for

several purposes. We are here mainly aiming at

data whih has been provided to the PSA by the

Rosetta instrument teams projeted on a high res-

olution shape model. This data has to be mapped

to the QuACK shape model in order to display it

in a omplete global map of the omet 67P. A sub-

routine implementing the desribed mapping of a

non-surfae point to the surfae of the shape model

will be added to other subroutines failitating the

QuACK map projetion whih are already available

at GitHub:

https://github.om/esaSPICEservie/QuACK

Referenes: Grieger, B. (2019) A&A, a-

epted.
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